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Autonomous vehicles (AV) are expected to revolutionize transportation and improve road safety significantly.

However, these benefits do not come without cost; AVs require large Deep-Learning (DL) models and powerful

hardware platforms to operate reliably in real-time, requiring between several hundred watts to one kilowatt

of power. This power consumption can dramatically reduce vehicles’ driving range and affect emissions. To

address this problem, we propose SAGE: a methodology for selectively offloading the key energy-consuming

modules of DL architectures to the cloud to optimize edge, energy usage while meeting real-time latency con-

straints. Furthermore, we leverage Head Network Distillation (HND) to introduce efficient bottlenecks within

the DL architecture in order to minimize the network overhead costs of offloading with almost no degrada-

tion in the model’s performance. We evaluate SAGE using an Nvidia Jetson TX2 and an industry-standard

Nvidia Drive PX2 as the AV edge, devices and demonstrate that our offloading strategy is practical for a wide

range of DL models and internet connection bandwidths on 3G, 4G LTE, and WiFi technologies. Compared

to edge-only computation, SAGE reduces energy consumption by an average of 36.13%, 47.07%, and 55.66%

for an AV with one low-resolution camera, one high-resolution camera, and three high-resolution cameras,

respectively. SAGE also reduces upload data size by up to 98.40% compared to direct camera offloading.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization→ Embedded and cyber-physical systems; • Hard-

ware→ Power and energy; • Networks→ Cyber-physical networks;
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Advances in deep learning, hardware design, and modeling over the past decade have enabled the
dream of autonomous vehicles (AVs) to become a reality. AVs are expected to improve road safety,
passenger comfort, and mobility significantly. The core task of an AV is to perceive the state of the
road and safely control the vehicle in place of a human driver. The difficulty in achieving this goal
lies in the fact that road scenarios can be highly complex and dynamic, presenting a wide range of
potential challenges and obstacles (e.g., rain, snow, construction zones, animals, etc.). To address
this challenge, AV algorithms rely heavily on (i) large deep learning (DL) models to capture this
high degree of complexity and (ii) high-performance edge, hardware to reduce processing latency
and ensure passenger safety at higher speeds.

As a result, AVs require significant computational power to operate reliably and safely in the
real world. However, as AV computing capabilities have scaled up, so have their power and en-
ergy requirements. For example, the Nvidia Drive PX2, used in 2016-2018 Tesla models for their
Autopilot system [1], can achieve 12 Tera Operations Per Second (TOPS) with a Thermal Design
Power (TDP) of 250 Watts (W). Following the PX2 was the Nvidia AGX Pegasus, which was built
for level 5 autonomy; it can achieve 320 TOPS with a TDP of 500 W [33]. What’s more, the next
generation hardware platform using the Nvidia AGX Orin SoC is expected to be capable of 2000
TOPS with a TDP of 800 W [2]. Although AV hardware platforms are becoming more efficient in
terms of TOPS/W, the baseline energy demands continue to increase as more advanced DL models
and hardware platforms are developed. The increased power demands of these systems also in-
crease the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system’s thermal load. The combined
computational and thermal loads of these platforms can reduce an AV’s driving range by up to
11.5% [28], which is especially detrimental for electric vehicles due to their limited range and long
recharge times.

Researchers attempting to address this problem for AVs as well as other cyber-physical sys-
tems have proposed several approaches for reducing energy consumption, including application-
specific hardware design, cloud/fog server offloading, or model simplification/pruning [3, 26, 28,
32, 35, 39]. Although solutions like Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) can reduce
energy consumption through hardware optimization, they are prohibitively expensive to develop.
Furthermore, with ASIC designs, all model specifications and contingencies need to be accounted
for at design time, meaning there is little to no support for adding new features, fixing algorithmic
errors, or modifying model architectures. Costly development stages will need to be repeated for
every revision to the model. The next logical choice is to attempt model simplification/pruning
without changing hardware platforms; however, it is difficult to significantly reduce energy con-
sumption by pruning without adversely affecting the AV’s performance and safety. To address the
limitations of the previous two approaches, some works propose offloading some or all AV tasks to
the cloud for processing to reduce the energy consumption of the AV without changing the hard-
ware or algorithms. Unfortunately, current offloading approaches have significant scalability and
latency issues, as will be discussed in the next paragraph. In contrast, we propose a cloud server
offloading methodology that is efficient, safe, and practical for current networking infrastructure.

A naïve solution to the problem of edge, energy consumption is to offload self-driving tasks to a
cloud server or a Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) server [13]. These ‘direct offloading’ approaches
involve sending images or sensor inputs directly to the server, which processes the data before
returning the desired control outputs to the vehicle. However, the real-time latency constraints of
autonomous driving and the limitations of current wireless network infrastructure significantly im-
pact this solution’s feasibility; to drive and react effectively, AVs must be able to process each input
within 100 milliseconds [28]. This bound comes from the fact that the fastest attainable reaction
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by a human when driving falls within the range of 100–150 ms, meaning that for efficient AV
navigation, AVs need to at least perform at the same level as the human driver counterpart. Addi-
tionally, most real-world AVs, such as those from Tesla [1], Baidu Apollo [20], and Argo AI [21], use
multiple high-definition cameras and sensors and would require very high network bandwidths
to offload data within the latency constraints. In some cases, the energy needed to transmit and
receive data from the cloud server can even exceed the energy consumed by edge-only processing.
Together, these factors make direct offloading infeasible in most real-world autonomous driving
scenarios. Currently, most of the literature has proposed solving this problem by improving net-
work robustness and throughput via solutions such as 5G C-V2X [34] and WAVE [12], or even
by placing sensors on the roads themselves [26]. However, implementing these solutions would
require significant investments in the networking infrastructure to become realistically feasible.

Several works have proposed methods for offloading some or all AV tasks. For example, [10]
proposed a technique for reducing AV processing latency by offloading sub-tasks of LiDAR SLAM
to the cloud depending on network conditions. Although they demonstrate good performance,
their approach is limited since it only considers LiDAR data, which is significantly smaller than
camera data. Additionally, they developed a distributed SLAM algorithm that allowed task-level
parallelism; this sort of optimization will need to be applied for every part of a modular AV pipeline
and may not be applicable in some areas. In another work, [36] proposed an offloading strategy
where computations are executed on either an MEC server or a cloud server depending on network
conditions. However, their method requires all sensor input data and internal state information
to be sent to the server for processing. Since they only evaluated a micro-car transmitting IMU
data (position, velocity, yaw), their approach is not scalable to real-world AVs that would need to
offload multiple high-definition camera inputs. The work in [41] proposes a hierarchical approach
for offloading in which AVs can offload to road-side units (RSUs) when MEC servers are overloaded,
but this work does not consider network bandwidth constraints. Moreover, none of these works [10,
36, 41] considered edge, energy consumption in their evaluation, which significantly constrains
direct offloading approaches. The authors in [42] evaluated the energy consumption for offloading
to MEC servers; however, they do not assess this approach’s practicality for large upload data sizes,
which are typical for AVs with multiple high-resolution input cameras. In summary, the problem
of offloading large data sizes while meeting latency and energy constraints on current network
infrastructure is exceedingly challenging and is currently unsolved by existing methods.

1.1 Research Challenges

For efficient AV offloading, the following key research challenges need to be addressed:

(1) Offloading AV tasks without exceeding safety-critical latency constraints or increasing AV
energy consumption.

(2) Adapting AV deep learning architectures to support dynamic offloading depending on the
corresponding network conditions.

(3) Developing a technique efficient enough to meet latency constraints with data from multiple
high-definition camera inputs on current industry-standard AV hardware.

(4) Producing a cost-efficient, safe solution that can operate within the constraints of current
networking infrastructure.

Instead of altering the AV hardware or the communication network infrastructure, we propose
SAGE: a methodology to significantly reduce the size of the data transmitted over the network
and enable efficient computation offloading. By introducing a bottleneck layer near the beginning
of end-to-end DL control models, the size of the data uploaded to the cloud server is reduced sig-
nificantly, allowing a large portion of the model computation to be offloaded to the server even at
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Fig. 1. A comparative analysis demonstrating the of the overall latency (left) and energy consumption (right)

for the All-Cloud, All-Edge, and SAGE (Ours) execution strategies given three typical effective data rate values

attainable through a 4G LTE connection. The red line indicates the AV processing latency deadline of 100 ms.

low network bandwidths. This benefit is especially valuable in multi-camera offloading due to the
significant bandwidth requirements and edge, energy consumption of multi-camera models. Fur-
thermore, it was shown in [30] that, with a particular training strategy, the model’s performance
after introducing the bottleneck remains nearly the same.

1.2 Motivational Example

We provide a brief example to demonstrate the merit of our approach in Figure 1. Here, we com-
pare three possible execution strategies for an end-to-end AV control model: executing locally on
the edge, (All-Edge), offloading the entirety of execution to the cloud (All-Cloud), and our proposed
split approach (SAGE). Our analysis is conducted at three distinct data rate values typical for 4G
LTE connections, and the evaluations are performed on a Jetson TX2 for a ResNet-50 model [15]
adapted for end-to-end AV control. In terms of latency, it is clear that the All-Cloud approach is
impractical at low data rate values as it fails to meet the 100 ms processing latency constraint of
the AV. On the other hand, performing all the processing locally in the All-Edge approach keeps
the latency unaffected by the state of the network. However, the downside is that the edge, de-
vice is fully operational and consumes sizeable amounts of power for longer periods, leading to
higher energy consumption in theory than the All-Cloud approach at the more favorable data rates.
SAGE offers to leverage the best of these both approaches. In brief, SAGE entails replacing an
early computational block from the model architecture with a more efficient encoder-decoder-like
structure. Then, this modified architecture is divided between the edge, and cloud at the encoder
output. The encoder, acting as a bottleneck, projects the input data into a low-dimensional rep-
resentation that is more suited to be transmitted to the cloud over the wireless medium. On the
other hand, the decoder component is situated as part of the cloud to receive the encoder’s out-
put data and map it into a representation analogous to the output of the original computational
block from the unaltered model architecture. This structural modification results in significantly
lower: (i) local execution latency than the All-Edge, and (ii) transmission latency than the All-
Cloud. Moreover, these improvements are reflected in the energy consumption as the edge, device
is only required to perform computations for a much shorter interval within the 100 ms time
window, which is beneficial for the edge, device itself in terms of performance efficiency. More
details about the proposed SAGE methodology and how resource-efficiency is promoted across
the edge, and cloud while maintaining the same degree of accuracy shall be described in detail in
Section 3.

1.3 Novel Contributions

Our paper presents the following contributions.
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(1) We propose a novel split-network architecture methodology that allows for a significant
reduction in the energy consumption of AV on-board processing units by dynamically of-
floading part of the model’s computations to the cloud.

(2) We demonstrate that introducing bottlenecks into deep end-to-end AV control models re-
duces energy consumption significantly with little to no performance loss.

(3) We show that SAGE reduces network throughput requirements significantly compared to
conventional cloud server offloading techniques, enabling it to meet latency constraints even
at low network bandwidths on 3G, 4G LTE, and WiFi.1

(4) We demonstrate that SAGE is scalable to practical AV use cases by evaluating its performance
with three high-definition camera inputs, typical for real-world AVs [1, 16, 20, 21].

(5) We demonstrate the practicality and feasibility of our technique by evaluating its perfor-
mance on the Nvidia Jetson TX2, as well as the industry-standard Nvidia Drive PX 2 au-
tonomous driving platform, used in all 2016-2018 Tesla models for their Autopilot system [1].

1.4 Paper Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our system model and
problem formulation. In Section 3 we elaborate on SAGE’s design methodology. In Sections 4 and 5
we present and discuss our experimental results. Finally, in Section 6 we present our conclusions.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

This section aims to provide a generalized model of how an AV edge, device may complete pro-
cessing a task either through local computation or collaboration with a cloud server. Mainly, the
modeling comprises the communication and computation costs that the AV edge, device would
incur until the task is finished. Our model comprises a direct link between a vehicle i , requiring
computation for its designated task, and a cloud server j to whom tasks can be offloaded.

2.1 Communication Model

As the AV runtime optimization solution spans multiple levels in the system architectural hierarchy
(i.e., edge, and cloud), a communication model is needed to identify the cost of transferring data
between entities of different levels. These costs can be represented through transmission latency
and energy. More formally, the task to be offloaded can be represented as ti = {ai ,bi , ci }, where
ai , bi , and ci correspond to the size of data to be transmitted, size of data to be received back
from the server, and the number of CPU cycles required to complete the task, respectively. To
estimate the communication overhead, we will need to determine the upload and download data
rates, rU

i, j and rD
i, j , experienced at vehicle i’s edge, device when transmitting data to cloud server

j. Although the data rate can be determined theoretically through Shannon’s law, this resembles
an optimistic estimate, not taking into consideration potential errors or packet losses. Instead, we
are more interested in the ’effective’ data rates by which we mean the actual data transfer speeds
experienced at the edge, device when accounting for errors and re-transmissions. These values
can be measured at the target device and accordingly, the upload and download latencies can be
given as:

TU
i, j =

ai

rU
i, j

, TD
i, j =

bi

rD
i, j

(1)

1We did not evaluate 5G C-V2X and WAVE in this work because these technologies are currently not widespread and

require significant infrastructure changes to be viable. Also, comparable real-world power models for 5G are not available

yet in the literature. However, SAGE will be scalable to these emerging technologies.
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Thus, the total communication overhead encountered by at vehicle i in terms of latency and energy
for offloading task execution to computing server j is given by:

T comm
i, j = TU

i, j +T
D
i, j +T

RTT
i, j (2)

Ecomm
i, j = pT

i T
U
i + p

R
i T

D
i (3)

where pT
i , pR

i and T RTT
i, j represent vehicle i’s transmitting power, receiving power, and the round-

trip time between vehicle i and server j, respectively.

2.2 Computation Model

Assuming that any task requested by vehicle i consists of several sequential sub-tasks, i.e., as in
an end-to-end control pipeline or layers in a DL model, let Ci = {ci1, ci2, . . . , ciK } denote the set of
K clock cycles required to execute each sub-task. Thus, potential execution times (local or remote)
and the energy needed to execute sub-task k locally are:

T l
ik =

cik

f l
i

(4)

T r
ik =

cik

f r
i

(5)

El
ik = ϑicik (6)

where f l
i , f r

i and ϑi represent the operational frequency at vehicle i , operational frequency at the
remote server, and a coefficient denoting energy consumed per CPU cycle at vehicle i . However,
since offloading some or all sub-tasks is a viable option in this scheme, the total computational
latency and energy consumption for vehicle i can be written as:

T
comp
i =

kp∑

k=1

T l
ik +

K∑

k=kp+1

T r
ik (7)

E
comp
i =

kp∑

k=1

El
ik + E

idle
i (t ) (8)

where kp is the execution partitioning point after which execution is assigned to the remote server,

and Eidle
i (t ) is the energy consumed by vehicle i waiting for the remote server’s results as a func-

tion of the idle time t . Note that when kp = K ,T
comp
i reflects the local execution case without any

form of offloading as the second summation becomes an empty sum.

2.3 Problem Formulation

From the previous model derivations, the offloading problem for vehicle i can be formulated as:

min
kp

wT
i

(
I (kp � K ) ×T comm

i +T
comp
i

)
+wE

i

(
I (kp � K ) × Ecomm

i + E
comp
i

)
(9)

s.t.
(
I (kp � K ) ×T comm

i +T
comp
i

)
<= 100ms

where wT
i and wE

i ∈ [0, 1] represent user-defined weights associated with the latency and energy
metrics, and I (kp � K ) is an indicator function becoming 0 in the case of local execution. As pre-
sented earlier, the 100 ms constraint is the window within which the AV must finish its processing
task [28]. Note that as kp varies, so will the values associated with the offloaded task ai and ci .
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Fig. 2. An illustration of how systems developed through SAGE support end-to-end AV control. The tail

component is replicated on both the edge, and the cloud. At runtime, a decision is to be made whether the

tail should be executed locally or in the cloud. Final results are applied as inputs to the AV control system.

3 SAGE DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present SAGE and discuss its building blocks in detail. Figure 2 illustrates how
the final system developed through SAGE would support end-to-end AV control. The implemented
DL model is divided into two components: (i) a head deployed on the edge, and (ii) a tail which
is replicated across both the edge, and cloud. The head component contains within its structure a
bottleneck layer, which represents an optimal offloading point compared to other options. Inputs to
the model can come through a camera feed and sensory measurements (e.g., current speed). After
the head portion executes at runtime, it is decided whether tail processing should be done locally
or be delegated to the cloud depending on current network conditions. The tail portion of each
DL model contains the bulk of layers and outputs the control values to the AV.

3.1 Perception

Much like human beings, perception is concerned with how an AV interprets and understands
events occurring in its surrounding environment. To enable perception, AVs are equipped with
sensory capabilities to capture representative data from the environment. This data is then pro-
cessed to extract a comprehensive understanding of the events unfolding around them. Contem-
porary AVs sense their environment via cameras, LiDAR, or radar equipment [14, 25, 27]. After
data acquisition, DL models process the data and estimate the course of action that the AV should
take in the following time-step [8]. Without any loss of generality, our evaluations are based on
the data-intensive image-based perception from a set of cameras capturing the AV’s surroundings.
To implement the perception pipeline, we utilize state-of-the-art DL model architectures, which
are known to achieve high accuracy on image classification tasks, as baselines. This allows us to
leverage these models’ abilities to capture fine-grained features from images for processing cam-
era data as part of an end-to-end AV control architecture. Mainly, we consider DenseNet-169 [18],
ResNet-34 [15] (used for end-to-end multi-camera AV control in [16]), ResNet-50 [15], and Car-
laNet [8] which is implemented specifically as an end-to-end AV control solution.

3.2 Imitation Learning for End-to-End Autonomous Vehicle Control

Next, the baseline models must be adapted to predict AV control outputs from camera input data.
This can be achieved by integrating an Imitation Learning (IL) component at the back-ends of the
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Table 1. Contribution of Perception and IL Components in Terms of the Total Processing (top),

and How Modifying the head Components in SAGE Speeds up Model Executions (bottom)

DenseNet-169 [18] ResNet-50 [15] ResNet-34 [15] CarlaNet [8]

Perception 98.76% 97.74% 97.36% 59.64%
Imitation Learning (IL) 1.24% 2.26% 2.64% 40.36%

Modified head speedup 80.11% 79.97% 67.25% 13.39%
Overall Model speedup 27.01% 41.51% 34.39% 2.65%

baseline models to enable them to mimic a human’s behavior in regard to a particular task. In this
context, the driving algorithm’s core objective is to imitate the vehicle control outputs (steering
angle, brake pedal angle, and accelerator pedal angle) produced by a human driver for a given set
of input images [37]. IL models are typically trained via supervised learning, where the goal is to
map the input features captured at time-step t to the corresponding human control output values.
To effectuate the learning process, a loss function, e.g., Mean Absolute Error (MAE), is used to
evaluate the difference between a model’s predictions and the ground truth values. Take the base-
line ResNet-50 for example, its vanilla network architecture constitutes five main convolutional
blocks, representing the main perception component, followed by a final fully-connected layer for
image classification tasks. To adapt the model for IL, we replace this fully-connected layer with an
IL component developed for end-to-end AV control where the final layer has three separate neu-
rons: one for each control output (steering, accelerator, brake). These outputs are used in both the
loss function for MAE computation and controlling the vehicle during deployment. We follow the
IL implementation in [8] where firstly, the output from the preceding perception component and
the corresponding pre-processed speed measurement at time-step t are concatenated together as
the input to the IL component. Next, one of several processing branches is activated based on the
driver’s command value (e.g., navigation signal). This notion of branching is implemented to as-
sociate unique learning features with different driving intentions. For instance, the second branch
can only be activated whenever the driver issues the “Turn right” navigation signal because this
branch’s parameters were trained to take actions in anticipation of a right turn, dissimilar to what
parameters in other branches learned. The outputs from the active branch are the ones that are
directly applied to the AV control system at that particular time step t .

To summarize, a baseline DL-based solution for AV control comprises (i) a perception module,
(ii) a speed measurement processing unit, and (iii) an IL back-end. Henceforth, these DL models
adapted for IL shall have “IL-” preceding their original names, e.g., IL-ResNet-50. Moreover, to give
an idea, of each component’s contribution to the overall processing time, The upper part of Table 1
shows how perception can be the most computationally-intensive component, especially when uti-
lizing state-of-the-art image classification models. Note that the speed processing unit is executed
concurrently with the perception module, which dominates their combined execution time. Thus,
our structural modifications target the perception modules to maximize the performance impact.

3.3 Structural Alterations for Split Computing

Deploying the AV control algorithm on the edge, device is essential for such a mission-critical ap-
plication. However, dynamically assigning some or all of the processing tasks to a more powerful
cloud server if the wireless network conditions are favorable can lead to substantial latency and
energy savings on the edge, device. As was shown in the motivational example, directly offloading
inputs to the cloud can be inefficient at sub-par network conditions: a significant communication
overhead can arise from transmitting the raw input images, resulting in a poorer overall perfor-
mance than that of local execution. Prior work in [40] tries to address this by compressing the
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input image before transmission, but accuracy degrades significantly. One alternative in [23] pro-
poses scanning each layer within the DL model to identify those which output smaller data sizes
than the input as potential data offloading points in a split computing approach. However, this is
dependent on each architecture’s structure, deeming it ineffective for models that do not shrink
data size enough.

A more tractable alternative is modifying the DL model structure by injecting a bottleneck
amongst the first few layers. This bottleneck layer presents an optimal offloading point very early
in the model because its structure is designed to output exceedingly small-sized data. This idea,
is presented in [29–31], where it is implemented by initially dividing a DL model architecture
into two sections: a head and a tail. The structure of the tail remains unchanged. Whereas, a sim-
pler more efficient version of the head is constructed to mimic the functionality of the original
head section. The merits of constructing this new head model are twofold. Firstly, the new head
is structurally more efficient to run than the original head providing a local execution speedup,
as illustrated in the lower part of Table 1. Secondly, the head contains the bottleneck operating as
an encoder-decoder model rigorously transforming its input to lower dimensions (encoder) before
raising the dimensionality at its output (decoder), making the encoder serviceable as an efficient
data offloading layer. We follow the instructions provided in [30] on how to design a new head
model with a bottleneck from the original head. Structurally, both the bottleneck’s number of out-
put channels and its preceding layers’ complexity should be minimized. However, the modified
model’s accuracy still needs to be maintained by retraining the new head portion, as discussed
in the following subsection. The overhead for creating a bottleneck layer is analogous to that of
creating a small deep learning model manually, which is represented through the human design
effort of performing successive refinements in order to attain the desired degree of performance.
The main difference is the requirement to have an encoder-decoder structure within the overall
architecture to provide the efficient offloading point.

As an example to demonstrate the efficacy of the bottleneck, we compare performances at an
injected bottleneck in DenseNet-169 [18] against offloading at the input or one of the six layers
that provided the smallest output (o/p) sizes in the original DenseNet-169. In this analysis, shown
in Figure 3, we assume a 10 Mbps connection using the 200× 88 sized images from [8] to calculate
the overall latency with the Jetson TX2 as the edge, device. Layers other than the bottleneck are
displayed according to their position within the DenseNet-169 architecture. The following trend
can be observed from Figure 3: as we go deeper in the network, the size of the output data at
each layer decreases, reducing transmission overheads as we progress. However, to reach those
lower layers, a considerable amount of execution needs to be performed locally. Thus, none of
these deployment options outperform offloading at the input layer. On the contrary, injecting a
bottleneck early in the architecture decreases the output size to a value much smaller than the
input, reducing transmission overhead. Moreover as a result of its early placement, intensive local
processing is not required prior to the bottleneck layer. All in all, offloading at the bottleneck is 14×
faster than offloading at the input. This result would also be reflected in the energy consumption.
From a formal perspective, the bottleneck dominating all other offloading strategies transforms
Equation (9) into a runtime binary decision problem, in which either local execution is selected at
extremely poor network conditions or offloading at the bottleneck is chosen otherwise.

3.4 Head Network Distillation (HND)

Knowledge Distillation (KD), presented in [5, 17], has emerged as an effective training technique
to render a compressed yet accurate version of a deeper, more complex neural network model. The
main reason this technique came about is that shallower neural networks, when trained conven-
tionally, achieve sub-par performance at many tasks compared to deeper networks. Hence, this
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Fig. 3. A comparison between offloading from: (i) the input, (ii) different perception layers in IL-DenseNet-

169 [18], or (iii) the proposed bottleneck layer. The edge, device is a Jetson TX2, the input is a 200 × 88 sized

image, and the effective data rate is 10 Mbps. The IL-DenseNet-169 layers displayed are the ones which

provided the smallest output data size. Note that the only options that do not violate the 100 ms latency

constraint are offloading at the input or offloading at the bottleneck, with the latter offering a 14× overall

speedup.

technique aims to leverage the deeper network as a teacher to distill its acquired knowledge into
the smaller student model. Consequently, student models trained through KD achieve superior per-
formance relative to their traditionally-trained counterparts [5]. This technique is advantageous
when high-performance neural network solutions are needed for edge, devices with limited re-
sources. Formally, the student’s loss function, which is minimized during training, needs to incor-
porate a distillation component as follows:

Lstudent = αLor iд + (1 − α )LK D (10)

where Lor iд is the conventional loss function using hard labels, whereas LK D represents the KD
loss component, which can be computed using KL divergence, L2 loss, or logits regression [5].
Through providing a control variable α , the effective weight of each loss component can be fine-
tuned. This works because the student is learning by minimizing the divergence from a vector of
the teacher’s real values, rather than on a single label representation. Hence, the student becomes
more capable of capturing the finer details of how the final decision was reached and attempts
to learn a simple function to minimize the divergence from this vector of values, thus achieving
better generalization.

However, works in [6, 38] discuss how using more complex and accurate teacher models makes
training through KD for the student models more challenging as a result of the capacity mismatch.
In these scenarios, more training heuristics are introduced, and more restrictions are imposed on
the structures of student models. To avoid this in the context of the AV problem, KD is applied
between the original and modified head components rather than the entirety of models, making
them the teacher and student, respectively. This process entails training the learnable parameters
within the modified head model while maintaining the pre-trained tail parameters unchanged from
the original model. Consequently, the loss component for the student-head model can be computed
using the sum of squared difference, as presented in [30]:

LK D (X ) =
∑

x ∈X
| |sh (x ) − th (x ) | |2 (11)

where sh and th represent the output vectors from the head portions of the student and teacher on
an input x , respectively. For this loss function to be attainable, the final layers in both head models
must have the same dimensions. Figure 4 illustrates the Head Network Distillation (HND) process.
Note that although the loss function is computed between the final layers in the head modules, in
the final deployment, any layers succeeding the bottleneck are deployed on the cloud.
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Fig. 4. The head network distillation process to train the perception component with the bottleneck. Note

that in the final deployment, the bottleneck layer is to be the last layer on the edge, device.

3.5 Offloading Strategy

After training the modified model using HND and deploying it across the edge, and cloud, a run-
time strategy must be implemented to determine, for each time step, whether to continue execution
at the bottleneck or delegate the remaining DL processing tasks to the cloud. The corresponding
network conditions, mainly the effective upload data rate: rU

i, j , govern this decision. Note that the

focus is on rU
i, j because the bulk of the data transmission (tens of kBs) occurs in the uplink, whereas

merely the final values (in bytes) are sent through the downlink. So, the task here is to devise a
policy based on a data rate threshold rth where:

(1) if (rU
i, j > rth ): the edge, device offloads the result of computation at the bottleneck to the cloud

server where it is processed through the tail part of the model before sending the resultant
control inputs back to the edge, device.

(2) else: execution proceeds locally at the edge, device.

To estimate rth , the 100 ms constraint on AV processing, stated in Equation (9), must be con-
sidered, where all communication- and computation-related tasks must conclude within that time
frame. Moreover, there have to be expected performance gains to justify the offloading decision.
Therefore in our formulation, this decision is dependent on whether or not there exist potential
energy reductions from offloading. Hence, we can denote rth as:

rth =
Upload Data Size

100 −
(
T

edдe

head
+T cloud

tail
+TD

i, j +T
RTT
i, j

) s .t . (rth > 0) and
(
Ecomm

i + E
edдe

idle
< E

edдe

tail

)
(12)

where T
edдe

head
and T RTT

i, j represent the edge, head component’s execution time and the round-trip

time between the edge, and cloud, respectively. The sum ofT cloud
tail

andTD represents the time the
edge, device is idle waiting for the cloud server to compute and transmit back the control inputs
for the AV. The rth > 0 restriction guarantees that the sum of the latency estimates in the denomi-
nator does not exceed the 100 ms time constraint. Furthermore, the sum of the energy required to

offload the data at the bottleneck and the idle energy consumption (Ecomm
i + E

edдe

idle
) must be less

than the energy required to execute the tail component of the model (E
edдe

tail
) in order to attain a

beneficial offload. Algorithm 1 demonstrates a runtime algorithm implementing this strategy. We
have built this algorithm to promote performance efficiency through offloading whenever the net-
work conditions are benign. Note that lines 12–14 represent a fail-safe mechanism accounting
for the network variability within a single time window, where it is vital to keep room within the
100 ms time window to invoke local tail execution if the result has not received from the cloud
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Fig. 5. Three possible execution scenarios: local execution, successful offloading to the cloud, and unsuccess-

ful offloading to the cloud which entails rolling back to edge, computing.

ALGORITHM 1: Runtime Energy Optimization Algorithm

Input: Upload Data Size, T
edдe

head
,T cloud

tail
,E

edдe

idle
,E

edдe

tail

1 for each time step t do

2 Measure rU
i, j , r

D
i, j , and T RTT

i, j // obtain current network parameters

3 Calculate TD
i, j , rth , and Ecomm

i // using current network parameters

4 x = edдe_head () // execute locally until bottleneck

5 if (rU > rth) and (rth > 0) and (Ecomm
i + E

edдe

idle
< E

edдe

tail
) then

6 Tx_data(x ) // transmit bottleneck output to the cloud server

7 Timer ← reset () // initialize timer

8 edдe_state ← idle // edge goes to idle mode

9 if rx_event then

10 edдe_state ← wakeup // edge wakes up to receive server results

11 x = Rx_data()

12 else if Timer > (100 − (T
edдe

tail
+ ϵ )) then

13 edдe_state ← wakeup // edge wakes up to execute tail model

14 x = edдe_tail (x )

15 else

16 x = edдe_tail (x ) // execute tail model locally

17 Input_Control (x ) // apply control values to the AV

within the expected time limit. This is guaranteed by starting a counter each time window that
wakes the edge, device to resume execution if the remaining time within the window is equiva-
lent to that of the edge, tail model. Also, T RTT

i, j in our case is obtained through averaging multiple

pings to a remote server, which accounted for < 10ms overhead, however, this value may vary de-
pending on the operational scenarios and the capabilities of network components involved in the
communication link. Figure 5 illustrates the three possible outcomes from our runtime strategy.
It should be noted that, since Algorithm 1 has a computational complexity of O(1), its execution
time is negligible compared to executing the DL models. As such, we excluded its execution time
from our calculations.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate SAGE on two edge, devices with significantly different computational capabilities: the
Nvidia Jetson TX2 (TX2) and the industry-standard Nvidia DRIVE PX2 AutoChauffeur (PX2). The
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TX2 is capable of 1.33 TeraFlops (TFLOPS) while operating within a power budget of 15 Watts
(W). The more powerful PX2 is designed for real-world autonomous driving use-cases and has
been used in vehicles such as the Tesla Model S [1]. It is capable of 8 TFLOPS within a power
budget of 80 W. To serve as our cloud server, we used a Windows Desktop with an Nvidia 2080
Super, capable of 11.1 TFLOPS. It should be noted that, in a real-world deployment of SAGE, a
more powerful cloud server could be used to increase the benefits of offloading.

In terms of the dataset, we use the CARLA conditional IL dataset from [8]. It contains RGB im-
ages in 200 × 88 resolution and control/sensor values extracted from the CARLA urban driving
simulator [11]. We used the image data as well as the steering, accelerator, brake, and navigational
command information from the dataset for training and evaluating the accuracy of both our orig-
inal IL models as well as their bottlenecked counterparts. We implement and train our models in
PyTorch to assess the difference in error between the original and bottlenecked models. To evalu-

ate the model latency and energy consumption (T
comp
i and E

comp
i from Equations (7) and (8)), we

directly obtained the measurements through the Caffe model timing API for the TX2. For the PX2
and cloud server, we used Nvidia’s TensorRT library to compile and optimize the models for the
hardware. TensorRT is designed to optimize the model architecture automatically (i.e., optimiz-
ing weights, parallelizing computations, combining redundant layers, etc.) to maximize inference
performance on a given platform.

In our experiments, we evaluated both 1-camera and 3-camera implementations of our IL models.
Our 1-camera experiments aim to demonstrate SAGE for a low-cost AV implementation consisting
of either a TX2 or PX2 as the edge, device equipped with a single forward-facing camera. This
implementation is practical for simple AV tasks such as adaptive cruise control, lane following, etc.
Aligning with this goal, we evaluate the energy consumption and feasibility of SAGE with both
low-resolution (88 × 200) and high-resolution (1280 × 720) camera data.

We also perform 3-camera experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of SAGE on more compre-
hensive AV hardware platforms. Multi-camera platforms are essential for real-world AV use cases
such as urban/highway driving and point-to-point travel. Thus, we evaluated our IL models using
three high-definition 1280 × 720 (720p) camera inputs on the PX2. Here, each model was modified
to include three separate perception modules to process data from each camera. The outputs of
the perception modules were then concatenated before being processed by the IL module, as was
done in [16].

To evaluate the communication power cost needed in Equation (3), we use the transmitting and
receiving power models derived in [19] for 3G, WiFi, and 4G LTE wireless technologies. Note that
5G energy evaluations are not available since we could not find any 5G-specific real-world power
models in the literature as we found for the other technologies. In terms of the computation energy
in Equation (8), we leverage the onboard sensing circuits within the TX2 board for estimating the
execution and idle powers, whereas we use an external power meter for the PX2. We assume
no packet losses in our evaluations, and as mentioned, we demonstrate SAGE’s feasibility with
widespread and currently available network technologies.

4.2 Performance Comparison of Original vs. Bottlenecked IL Models

Recall that the bottleneck acts as an encoder whose main purpose is to reduce the output data size
to attain an efficient data transmission if needed. This data reduction is mainly achieved through
reducing the number of output channels at the bottleneck layer (3 in the experiments). To give
perspective, the output channels for any layer in any of the original DL models discussed here
before introducing our alterations is 32, meaning that there is an ≈ 10× reduction in output data
size at least. To ensure that the introduction of a bottleneck into our models does not impact their
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Table 2. Comparison between the Original IL Models and Their Modified Counterparts

With bottlenecks After HND

Model Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
Steering Accelerator Brake

IL-DenseNet-169 0.0177 0.0356 0.0129
IL-DenseNet-169 w/HND 0.0159 (–0.0018) 0.0509 (+0.0153) 0.0195 (+0.0066)

IL-ResNet-34 0.0259 0.0506 0.0199
IL-ResNet-34 w/HND 0.0263 (+0.0004) 0.0545 (+0.0039) 0.0259 (+0.0060)

IL-ResNet-50 0.0260 0.0514 0.0180
IL-ResNet-50 w/HND 0.0266 (+0.0006) 0.0601 (+0.0087) 0.0330 (+0.0150)

IL-CarlaNet 0.0259 0.0546 0.0228
IL-CarlaNet w/HND 0.0204 (–0.0055) 0.0589 (+0.0043) 0.0326 (+0.0098)

Values in parentheses are the differences in error between the models.

Table 3. Hardware Performance Metrics for Processing One 88 × 200 Camera Input

Network Device
Power (W) Latency (ms) Energy (J)

E2E Head Idle E2E Head Tail E2E Head

IL-DenseNet-169
Server – – – – – 2.238 – –
TX2 5.446 5.430 1.659 215.543 8.043 207.5 1.1740 0.0437

PX2 43.58 47.42 40.23 10.420 1.112 9.308 0.4541 0.0527

IL-ResNet-34
Server – – – – – 0.572 – –
TX2 5.95 5.221 1.659 65.560 11.612 53.948 0.3901 0.0606

PX2 46.99 47.51 40.23 4.534 0.695 3.839 0.2131 0.0330

IL-ResNet-50
Server – – – – – 0.607 – –
TX2 5.682 5.415 1.659 89.231 10.432 78.799 0.5070 0.0565

PX2 46.89 47.17 40.23 7.413 1.195 6.218 0.3476 0.0564

IL-CarlaNet
Server – – – – – 0.188 – –
TX2 5.391 5.039 1.659 28.795 8.727 20.068 0.1552 0.0440

PX2 45.54 46.33 40.23 1.659 0.593 1.066 0.0756 0.0275

E2E = processing the entire model end-to-end on the edge, device. Cloud server power/energy is ignored because this is

not a constraint.

predictive performance, we evaluated the mean absolute error (MAE) of our models both with and
without the bottleneck, shown in Table 2. In the cases with the bottleneck, we used HND to train
the head of the bottlenecked model to mimic the original model’s head, as described in Section 3.4.
The results clearly show that the bottlenecked models perform very similar to the original models,
with only a slight increase in MAE. For context, an MAE increase of 0.01 corresponds to a 1%
increase in error between the model outputs and the outputs provided by the human driver.

4.3 Power, Energy, and Latency Evaluation on Hardware

From this point onwards, all IL models referred to are with bottleneck layers added. In Table 3,
we compare the power consumption, energy consumption, and latency of different parts of the
IL models on each hardware platform. By comparing the end-to-end (E2E) latency of the edge,
devices with the edge, head latency and server tail latency, we see that offloading at the head
provides ample time to account for network transmission latency. Furthermore, the table shows a
significant energy reduction when processing the head model instead of the entire model end-to-
end. These metrics illustrate the feasibility and potential benefits of our model.
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption of IL models developed through SAGE while processing a single 88 × 200 camera

input at different data rates with 3G, 4G LTE, and WiFi. The transition point in each line occurs at rth , which

is when offloading begins at the bottleneck. Before this point, the energy consumption for the edge-only

processing is (E
edдe

head
+ E

edдe

tail
). After this point, the energy consumption is calculated as (E

edдe

head
+ Ecomm

i +

E
edдe

idle
).

Fig. 7. End-to-end latency of each model for offloading at the bottleneck for an AV with a single 88 × 200

camera input. The end-to-end latency includes edge, head processing latency, wireless network latency, and

server processing latency at various network data rates. The red line indicates the 100 ms latency constraint.

4.4 Offloading Evaluation

4.4.1 Low Resolution. In Figures 6 and 7, we show results from evaluating models implemented
through SAGE with a single 200x88 resolution camera input using the TX2 and the PX2.

Figure 6 shows the energy consumption of each IL model with each technology type at differ-
ent values of effective data rate rU . Recall that these values are obtained based on the offloading

strategy in Section 3.5, where it is only feasible to offload when (rU
i, j > rth ) and (Ecomm

i + E
edдe

idle
<

E
edдe

tail
). For each model, observe the sharp change in Figure 6 at rth where the model switches from

edge-only computation to cloud offloading. For IL-DenseNet-169, IL-ResNet-34, and IL-ResNet-50,
this switching point occurs at approximately 350-400 Kbps on both the TX2 and PX2.

Although offloading can meet the latency constraint for some rU values, the energy consumed
by the networking components must still be considered. As shown in Figure 7, IL-CarlaNet can
feasibly offload at 1 Mbps on both devices, but on 3G and 4G LTE, offloading consumes more power
than edge-only computation. Thus, we only consider ru values which are greater than rth , at which
offloading saves energy on the edge, device compared to edge-only processing. For IL-CarlaNet on
the TX2, rth is 7.7 Mbps on 3G, 3.62 Mbps on 4G LTE, and 1.02 Mbps on WiFi. This is likely because
IL-CarlaNet has a larger data size at the bottleneck than the other models, increasing communica-
tion latency and energy. Interestingly, on the PX2, IL-CarlaNet’s rth is 13.66 Mbps for WiFi and
there is no 3G or 4G LTE rth under 100 Mbps for IL-CarlaNet that saves energy compared to edge-
only computation. This is likely a result of the data size and the fact that IL-CarlaNet is a very
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption of each model for processing a single 1280 × 720 (720p) camera input.

Fig. 9. End-to-end latency of each model for offloading at the bottleneck at different network data rates for

an AV with a single 1280 × 720 (720p) camera input.

small model and the PX2 has a moderately high idle power consumption (40.23W), meaning that
offloading would consume more power than simply running on the edge. Since IL-DenseNet-169,
IL-ResNet-34, and IL-ResNet-50, are larger models, there is a clear benefit to offloading. Thus, the
rth remains at 320-390 Kbps. The only exception is IL-ResNet-34 using LTE on the PX2, which has
an rth of 550 Kbps, likely due to the efficiency of the PX2 compared to its idle power consumption
and the network latency at this data rate.

Overall, when offloading at the rth for each model and technology, the TX2 and PX2 consume
an average of 49.78% and 22.48% less energy, respectively, compared to edge-only computation.
Interestingly, when running edge-only, the PX2 consumes half as much energy as the TX2; how-
ever, when both offload at rth , the PX2 consumes ≈ 25% more energy than the TX2. This is likely
because the network latency outweighs the efficiency benefit of the PX2 at these low throughputs.
Regardless, both devices significantly reduce edge, energy consumption by offloading.

For all models except IL-CarlaNet, the rth is well within the operating range for all three network
technology types. Figure 7 clearly shows that all models can meet the deadline of 100 ms with
network throughputs as low as 320 Kbps. Above 15 Mbps, the benefit of higher data rates is minimal
for this data size.

4.4.2 High Resolution. The previous experiment demonstrated that our approach is feasible
and has significant benefits for low-resolution camera data. However, real-world AVs use high-
definition cameras to improve perception performance and safety [1, 20, 21]. To emulate this ap-
plication, we evaluate SAGE on camera data with a 1280x720 (720p) resolution, the resolution used
for Tesla Autopilot 2.0 systems. We only assessed the PX2 on this application since it is infeasible
for the TX2 to meet the deadline of 100 ms with this input size even when running on the edge,
only. The results of this experiment are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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The larger input image size increases model sizes and data sizes at the bottleneck (59× larger for
IL-CarlaNet and 47× larger for all other models), increasing the edge, processing latency, commu-
nication latency, and energy consumption significantly. This change is reflected in the figures, as
IL-ResNet-34 and IL-ResNet-50 have an rth of ≈ 16.5 Mbps. This data rate is well within the nor-
mal operating ranges of 4G LTE and WiFi connections. IL-DenseNet-169 has rth values of 30.53
Mbps and 16.65 Mbps on 4G LTE and WiFi, respectively, but does not have a practical rth under
100 Mbps for 3G. This is likely because 3G consumes significantly more energy to upload data
than 4G LTE and WiFi. Also, TensorRT better optimized the IL-DenseNet-169 model since it con-
sists of a large number of relatively small layers, reducing its energy consumption significantly
compared to IL-ResNet-34 and IL-ResNet-50. This reduction decreases the potential benefits of of-
floading in this case. Compared to edge-only processing, offloading the models at rth with 3G, 4G
LTE, and WiFi reduces edge, energy consumption by 48.54%, 41.96%, and 50.72%, respectively.
With high-resolution data, the energy consumption benefit is more than double that of offload-
ing low-resolution data, indicating that offloading is more beneficial for large, demanding edge,
models.

Since the data size at the IL-CarlaNet model’s bottleneck is 3.86× larger than that of other mod-
els, it requires a higher throughput (57.8 Mbps) than the other models to meet the deadline. Also,
IL-CarlaNet’s small model size reduces its edge, energy consumption, meaning that the communi-
cation energy consumption and idle power consumption could outweigh any potential savings. We
found no rth below 100 Mbps for any networking technology that reduces the energy consumption
of IL-CarlaNet below that of edge-only processing.

4.5 Multi-camera Evaluation

State-of-the-art AVs use multiple high-definition cameras to capture more information about the
vehicle’s surroundings to improve decision-making, control, and safety [1, 16, 20, 21]. This problem
is highly demanding in terms of energy consumption and network connectivity since the latency
constraint remains the same at 100 ms despite the significant increase in input and model size. To
evaluate SAGE on this application, we provide three 720p camera inputs to our models.

We adapt our models for this task by replicating the original 720p perception pipelines to form
three parallel perception pipelines (one for each camera input). The outputs of these pipelines are
then concatenated and passed to the IL portion of each model. Consequently, each of the paral-
lel perception pipelines contains one bottleneck layer from which data can be offloaded. During
offloading, we assume the data at all three bottlenecks are sent to the cloud simultaneously. To
reduce the maximum throughput requirement in this application, we quantize the values at the
bottleneck from 32-bit precision to either 16-bit or 8-bit precision before transmission. We tested
IL-DenseNet-169 with quantizations of 16-bits and 8-bits at the bottleneck layer and found that
the average difference in MAE compared to the original is just 1.6 × 10−10, which is impercepti-
ble. Thus, with 16-bit and 8-bit quantization, we reduce our throughput requirements by 50% and
75%, respectively, while having a negligible effect on performance. Once again, we only evaluate
the PX2 in this application since the TX2 cannot meet the deadline of 100 ms with the 3-camera
models.

In this application, all-cloud offloading approaches are entirely infeasible. Given that the in-
put data size (three 720p images) is 8.29 MB total, they would require a minimum throughput
of 664 Mbps to meet the 100 ms deadline. In contrast, the data size offloaded by our model with
16-bit bottleneck quantization is only 264 KB (31× smaller); with 8-bit quantization, this drops to
132 KB (62× smaller). In our experiments, we find that our approach is feasible at throughputs
easily achievable by WiFi and 4G LTE. Our experimental results are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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Fig. 10. Energy consumption of each model for processing three 1280 × 720 (720p) camera inputs. Results

are shown for both 16-bit quantization and 8-bit quantization at the bottleneck.

Fig. 11. End-to-end latency of each model for offloading at the bottleneck at different network data rates for

an AV with three 1280 × 720 (720p) camera inputs. Results are shown for both 16-bit quantization and 8-bit

quantization at the bottleneck.

As shown in Figures 11 and 10, with 16-bit quantization, IL-DenseNet-169, IL-ResNet-34, and
IL-ResNet-50 can all offload at rth values of 51.57 Mbps, 37.98 Mbps, and 39.05 Mbps, respectively.
With 8-bit quantization, these rth values drop to 25.79 Mbps, 18.99 Mbps, and 19.53 Mbps, respec-
tively. With 8-bit quantization, most 4G LTE and WiFi connections can easily support the rth data
rates. Regarding 16-bit quantization, good quality 4G LTE and most WiFi connections should be
able to support the rth data rates [22]. On 4G LTE and WiFi, these models consume 52.67% and
50.40% less energy, respectively, by offloading at their rth throughputs. The energy reduction is
much more significant for IL-ResNet-34 and IL-ResNet-50 than IL-DenseNet-169, which we again
attribute to TensorRT’s model optimizations. It should be noted that, during offloading, all models
appear to have very similar energy consumption. Practically, this means that an AV can run much
larger models (e.g., use IL-ResNet-50 instead of IL-ResNet-34) without much difference in energy
consumption provided a network connection with a data rate greater than rth is available most of
the time.

Once again, there is little benefit for offloading IL-CarlaNet due to the larger data size at the
bottleneck (1.01 MB) and the relatively low energy consumption of the model running on the
edge. With 16-bit quantization, IL-CarlaNet only saves energy on WiFi at a data rate above 99.51
Mbps. However, with 8-bit quantization, offloading becomes feasible for both 4G LTE and WiFi at
49.76 Mbps. Since IL-CarlaNet is a relatively small model, it may be better to run it on the edge,
device most of the time and only offload on WiFi when network throughput is high.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our key findings from our experiments as well as the limitations, feasi-
bility, and cost of SAGE. We also discuss future research directions.
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5.1 Overall Findings

We found that SAGE was feasible for most IL models for all hardware configurations. By offloading
at rth , SAGE reduced edge, device energy consumption by 36.05% with one low resolution camera,
47.07% with one high-resolution camera, and 55.66% with three high-resolution cameras. More
energy could be saved by offloading at throughputs higher than rth when possible. Additionally,
our results indicate that SAGE saves more energy by offloading when input data sizes are larger (i.e.,
when using more cameras or higher resolutions). SAGE also reduces upload data size by 96.81%

and 98.40% with 16-bit and 8-bit quantization, respectively, compared to directly offloading three
720p camera inputs. Besides, we found that our introduction of bottleneck layers only increased
mean error by ≈ 1% and quantization had a negligible effect on error, meaning that SAGE could
be scaled to even higher camera resolutions easily.

5.2 Limitations

In our experiments, we found that our offloading methodology was not particularly effective for IL-
CarlaNet. With low-resolution data, it required a significantly higher rth to provide a benefit than
the other models; with high-resolution data and multiple cameras, there was no rth below 100 Mbps
that reduced energy consumption. In its current form, SAGE may not present useful offloading for
small models and models with a proportionally large bottleneck size due to the increased energy
cost of transmitting and receiving data compared to just running the entire model on the edge.

Additionally, although the 100 ms represents a reasonable worst-case bound, the current in-
dustry standard for real-time video processing is 30 frames/second, meaning that practically, the
bound for completing the AV prediction task can be even tighter reaching ≈ 33 ms. From our ex-
perimental analysis, SAGE can meet this constraint when offloading the quantized version of the
single full HD image data transformation. However, it fails to satisfy this requirement in the case
of 3 HD camera inputs. Thus, experimentation with respect to AV industry-standard hardware and
5G wireless technology can provide a fair assessment of SAGE’s capability to meet these tighter
bounds.

Although our methodology has shown promise in terms of improving the overall performance
efficiency, several other factors can impact the extent of this improvement given some real-world
situations. It is possible that channel contention between users, packet loss, and channel coher-
ence issues related to vehicle speed and environmental conditions could limit the benefits of our
methodology. These effects are difficult to simulate accurately, so real-world experiments are still
needed to gauge the energy savings offered by our methodology in these situations.

Lastly, we did not evaluate our approach on modular pipelines. However, since modular
pipelines’ perception modules generate the most latency [28], SAGE could be directly applied to
these modules to achieve similar energy benefits. AV hardware platforms also handle other tasks
such as route planning and user interfaces, but these applications constitute a minute part of the
overall AV driving system. [28] has shown that the object detection, tracking, and localization
modules ( i.e., components of the modular version of the perception pipeline) comprise over 98%
of the total computation, consuming 1.99 J per input. This proportion is very similar to the results
we show in Table 1. Based on our energy savings with 3-camera offloading, if we introduce a bot-
tleneck to the object detection module and offload the remaining modules to the cloud, we could
reduce energy consumption from 1.99 J to 0.896 J, a savings of 55%.

5.3 Practicality and Cost

Since SAGE does not require any hardware modifications to the AV or network infrastructure, it is
much more cost-efficient and flexible than other solutions such as ASIC design or 5G C-V2X/WAVE
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installation. The only added costs are those associated with hosting a cloud server to run the
offloaded models. However, we demonstrated SAGE’s feasibility with a Desktop PC as the cloud
server, so hosting similar hardware in the cloud would likely be inexpensive. These costs could
even be passed on to consumers, where a vehicle owner could elect to extend their AV driving
range by paying for an offloading service as proposed in [41]. Compared to direct offloading, SAGE
has significantly lower throughput requirements, making it much more practical for real-world
deployment with the current networking infrastructure.

5.4 Future Work

In this work, we demonstrated the performance benefits attainable through the SAGE methodol-
ogy over two NVIDIA hardware platforms, JETSON TX2 and DRIVE PX2. Although our approach
is platform-agnostic, we intend to apply SAGE in our future works on different target hardware
with different capabilities, like the high performance inference Neural Processing Units (NPUs)
developed by ARM [4]. To ensure that our methodology does not introduce additional safety risks,
it would also be prudent to evaluate each model on closed-loop evaluations in future work, such
as judging each model’s success rate at driving point-to-point in a simulator as in other works
[7–9, 11]. Moreover, even though we demonstrated the merit of SAGE using the current prevalent
network technologies, this research area is still relatively new, and problems such as energy op-
timization with multiple servers, modular AV architectures, and 5G networks remain unstudied.
For example, SAGE can be adapted to address a multi-MEC server problem context. In this case,
the action-space would expand from the AVs’ perspective, for they would not only need to make
an offloading decision each time step, but also identify which server should be selected for data
transfer and task delegation. This would also entail additional dynamic factors to be considered,
such as each server’s load. Hence, a more sophisticated approach, like reinforcement learning [24],
would need to be applied to solve the problem each time-step, in which previous connection expe-
riences with the various servers could be leveraged through an in-place policy to guide the MEC
server selection. These problems are left to be addressed in future works.

6 CONCLUSION

Designing AV control algorithms that are both safe and energy-efficient is a complex challenge that
cannot be practically solved using simple direct offloading strategies. In this work, we proposed
SAGE: a methodology for splitting the computation of IL end-to-end control models between the
edge, and the cloud while minimizing network throughput requirements by adding bottleneck lay-
ers to the models. We evaluate SAGE on both large and small IL models and show that adding
bottleneck layers only results in a minor performance impact. Our experiments demonstrate that
SAGE reduces the edge, energy consumption of IL end-to-end control algorithms with both low-
resolution and high-resolution camera data by 36.13% and 47.07%, respectively. Additionally, we
show that SAGE is scalable to AVs that use three high-definition camera inputs, reducing energy
consumption by 55.66%, and can be practically implemented using current state-of-the-art AV
hardware (PX2) and networking infrastructure (3G, 4G LTE, and WiFi). On all three applications,
we demonstrate that the IL models can be offloaded at effective data rates that are well within the
constraints of current network infrastructure while still meeting AV latency deadlines. We also
find that the throughput requirements for offloading reduce by 50% and 75% when quantizing the
bottleneck output to 16-bits and 8-bits, respectively, with a negligible change in model performance.
Overall, we show that SAGE is practical for real-world, end-to-end control applications and can
significantly curtail AV energy consumption.
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